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Abstract. In this chapter, we discuss the design of tangible interaction tech-

niques for Mixed Reality environments. We begin by recalling some conceptual 

models of tangible interaction. Then, we propose an engineering-oriented soft-

ware/hardware co-design process, based on our experience in developing tangible 

user interfaces. We present three different tangible user interfaces for real-world 

applications, and analyse the feedback from the user studies that we conducted. In 

summary, we conclude that, since tangible user interfaces are part of the real 

world and provide a seamless interaction with virtual words, they are well-adapted 

to mix together reality and virtuality. Hence, tangible interaction optimizes a users' 

virtual tasks, especially in manipulating and controlling 3D digital data in 3D 

space. 

Keywords. Tangible User Interface, Augmented Virtuality, Design Process, Case 

Studies. 

1   Introduction 

Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) are one of several genres of sensing-based inter-

action and they have attracted significant attention during recent years. TUIs were 

initially defined by [22] as user interfaces that "augment the real physical world by 

coupling digital information to everyday physical objects and environments". 

Note, though, that the concept of TUIs is not new and was previously known as 

Passive Props [19] or as Graspable User Interfaces [14]. 

To get a taste of tangible interfaces, let us consider two examples. First, Urp 

(Urban Planning Workbench) [43] allows several users together to control an ur-

ban simulation with physical scale models of buildings, manipulating it via a 
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physical workbench. The buildings’ shadows or wind flow can be simulated and 

displayed on the workbench, integrated with the scale models. Second, Illuminat-

ing Clay [37] allows road builders, environmental engineers, and landscape de-

signers to modify a terrain relief by modeling with their fingers a physical surface 

that represents the ground. Analytic data, like slope variation, water flow or land 

erosion can be displayed directly on this surface. Users manipulate the physical 

terrain model around a workbench and can thus work together in order to design 

the course of a new roadway, a housing complex or a parking area that satisfies 

engineering, environmental and aesthetic requirements.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Reality-Virtuality continuum [30]  

We are convinced that real-world physical objects are essential as physical rep-

resentations and controls of digital information for user interaction. Since TUIs in-

tegrate both the physical and digital aspects of interaction, they are as such part of 

the Mixed Reality (MR) paradigm. 

Let us first study the way how the physical and digital world are mixed in a 

mixed reality system. To this end, consider the “virtuality” continuum, introduced 

in [30], and illustrated in Figure 1. At one extreme of this continuum, the task is 

embedded in the physical real-world environment of the users and at the other ex-

treme, the task is embedded in the purely digital virtual environment. Between 

these extremes, Augmented Reality consists of embedding some digital infor-

mation in the real-world and Augmented Virtuality consists of embedding some 

physical information in a virtual world. According to this continuum, in essence, 

tangible user interfaces are part of Augmented Virtuality. According to [40], tan-

gible interfaces “give physical form to digital information, employing physical ar-

tefacts both as representations and controls for computational media”. Recall that 

in Augmented Virtuality, the task takes place in a virtual environment and the user 

interacts with this digital information by manipulating physical objects. These 

physical objects can either represent digital information or the control of digital in-

formation in the physical world or, even both, the digital information and its con-

trol! 

An interactor is the abstraction of an entity capable of representing both input 

and output [5]. Consequently, a tangible interactor (also called tangible objects, 

tangibles or props) is a mixed object [8] with a role both in the real-world and the 

virtual world that are linked by the computer. Tangibles allow the user to perceive 

and/or to modify the state of the digital information. As an example, in the TUI 

PinWheels [21] rotations of the pinwheels represent a flow, such as car traffic in a 
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street or stock market exchanges. Here, the pinwheels only physically represent 

the digital information, i.e. a flow, without user control capacity. 

Note that a system using physical devices is not necessarily a tangible user in-

terface. Indeed, according to the preceding definitions, “physical” is not a syno-

nym of “tangible”. Indeed, work on Graspable User Interfaces already distin-

guished graspable devices from graspable functions [12, 13]. The principal 

characteristic of a TUI is to be a mixed reality system, where the task takes place 

in the virtual world, which uses augmented virtuality. An interface consisting of 

physical objects (e.g. mouse, stylus) can neither be simply considered as a TUI, 

nor as a mixed reality system. A physical object only becomes a tangible object 

when it represents and/or controls digital information!  

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we present a state of the art review 

of tangible user interface models. Second, taking an engineering approach, we fo-

cus on the design of tangible interaction techniques in Mixed Reality environ-

ments based on our experiences in designing and building TUIs. Then, we illus-

trate the previous design steps with three TUI examples that we have developed. 

Finally, we offer some lessons learnt from the analysis of the feedback from the 

user studies that we have conducted for each of the TUIs. To conclude, by under-

standing the world as a 3D environment where TUIs are part of the real world, we 

show how TUIs are well-adapted to mix together reality and virtuality in order to 

optimize the users' virtual tasks and to manipulate and control 3D numerical data 

in 3D space. 

2   State of the art of tangible user interfaces models 

In this section, we initially present the earliest tangible interaction model: the 

MCRpd [40]. This interaction model is an extension of the classical Model View 

Control (MVC) principle for graphical user interfaces. Then, we describe the evo-

lution of this initial tangible interaction model to an extended version [20].  

2.1   The seminal tangible interaction model 

The MCRpd model, short for Model-Control-Representation physical and digital, 

initially introduced by [40; 41] has since 2002 been renamed to MCRit, short for 

Model-Control-Representation tangible and intangible [39; 42]. 
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Fig. 2. a. Graphical User Interface Model. b. MCRit, Tangible User Interface Model. (both 

are reprinted from [20])  

By analogy with the MVC model for graphical interfaces, the MCRit model de-

scribes the different physical and digital components that occur in a tangible inter-

face. Graphical user interfaces and tangible user interfaces can thus be compared 

as follows: 

- Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) represent information with intangible 

pixels on a bit-mapped display and sound. General-purpose input devices 

allow users to control those representations (see Figure 2-a). 

- Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) make information directly graspable 

and easily manipulated with haptic feedback, by giving tangible (physi-

cal) representation to the digital information. Intangible representation, 

such as video projection for example, may complement tangible repre-

sentations by synchronizing with it (see Figure 2-b). 

2.2   The extended tangible interaction model 

In 2008, Ishii [20] introduced an extension to the MCRit model. He states that an 

interaction with a tangible object is always composed of two feedback loops, and 

he points out that in some cases even a third feedback loop appears. 

The first feedback loop is passive haptic feedback (see Figure 3-a). This feed-

back loop provides the user with an immediate confirmation that he or she has 

grasped and moved the physical object. This loop exists within a physical domain, 

and it does not require any sensing or processing by a computer. 

The second loop is digital feedback loop. This feedback loop provides a visual 

or audible response from the movement of the physical object. Therefore, this se-

cond feedback loop implies a computational delay and takes longer than the first 

loop. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3. a. TUI's double feedback Loops. b. TUI with actuation. (both are reprinted from 

[20]) 

The third feedback loop, that can be called the physical actuation1 loop, can be 

adjoined to the two preceding loops when the computer gives physical feedback 

on the status of the digital information as the model changes or responds to inter-

nal computation. Hence, the computer generates a physical update (physical actua-

tion) of the tangibles. Figure 3-b illustrates the third loop introduced into the tan-

gible interaction model by computer-controlled actuation and sensing. 

As an example, in PICO [34], the pucks move on a tabletop according to the 

calculations done by an optimization algorithm, so that the user can intervene in 

computational optimization problems by adding physical constraints on the puck 

movements (e.g. cell-phone tower placement). Today, in the area of tangible inter-

faces, there is still a high potential to better exploit the physical actuation loop. 

The reasons for this are manifold, but they are primarily feasibility (and thus tech-

nical) issues. However, there are some promising novel solutions that create phys-

ical artefacts that move, animate, or deform themselves: the Actuated Workbench 

[33], HoverMesh [29], Surflex [6], Sprout I/O [7] and BounceSlider [15]. 

3   Designing Tangible Interaction Techniques in MR 

environments 

The objective in tangible user interface design is twofold. First, the designer has to 

choose an adequate physical form for representing the digital information and/or 

the control of the digital information. Second, the designer has to integrate this re-

al product in an interactive system. In order to better understand his or her design, 

it is useful for the designer to have a categorization of the available system ele-

ments. Hence we start this section by outlining two major categorizations of TUIs 

from the literature. 

                                                           
1 Actuation means “to put in action", "to move”. 

(a) (b) 
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3.1   Categorizations of Tangible User Interfaces 

In 2004, Fishkin [11] discussed and analyzed existing TUIs and found no useful 

binary characteristic function that meaningfully includes some of the TUIs while 

excluding others. Instead, he proposed a taxonomy that unifies previous and vari-

ous different definitions and categorizations of TUIs. For that, he found it useful 

to view “tangibility” as a multi-valued attribute. Fishkin proposed two axes. The 

metaphor axis classifies the TUI in terms of the way the system effect of a user ac-

tion is analogous to the real-world effect of similar actions. The embodiment axis 

classifies the TUI with respect to how closely the input focus is tied to the output 

focus. Fishkin’s taxonomy is the result of unifying into one framework various 

classifications that existed before 2004 [11]. 

More recently, in 2008, Ishii [20] introduced an overview of seven types for 

promising TUI applications based on an analysis of interfaces developed by the 

research community during the previous ten years: tangible telepresence, tangibles 

with kinetic memory, constructive assembly, tokens and constraints, tangible in-

teractive surfaces, continuous plastic TUIs, and augmented everyday objects. We 

refer the interested reader to [20] for details of each type of TUI application and 

for examples. 

3.2 A multidisciplinary and participatory approach 

We recommend a design methodology that integrates classical methods of both 

computer science and product design. In our approach, the key element in the ear-

ly stage of design of a tangible user interface consists of identifying the users' ma-

jor needs for a new interaction device, taking into account the users' skills and ex-

perience in doing the targeted task. We propose that the next stage is 

multidisciplinary integrating both the product designer and software designer, as 

well as being a participatory approach that also includes the end user. The goal of 

this process is to design the right interaction technique and the most suitable de-

vice. We should note that while GUIs are fundamentally general purpose interfac-

es, TUIs are relatively specific interfaces tailored to a certain type of application in 

order to increase the directness and intuitiveness of the interaction. By taking ad-

vantage of existing skills and work practices, the critical task can be identified 

where TUIs can reveal their best performance.  
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3.3   Taking into account the skills of users 

In order to integrate human factors in the design of the user interface under con-

sideration, it is obviously necessary to take into account the end user of the inter-

face during the design. It is also important to take into account the know-how of 

the user in order to develop tools that are adapted to the targeted tasks.  

An example is ESKUA (described below in section 4.2), a tangible user inter-

face for 3D CAD parts assembly. CAD systems are widely used to design parts 

and to assemble them, and these systems have become more and more powerful. 

They now provide very high level functions that allow a user to position many 

parts with only a few mouse clicks. For example, it is possible to perform a multi-

ple selection on two, three or more objects with one click. Then, bringing their ax-

is in alignment only requires selecting the matching item in a popup menu. Unfor-

tunately, even though these powerful functionalities are very useful from a 

computer user point of view, they mask real problems that only occur in the final 

production stage. For example, the operator may not have enough hands to handle 

all the parts and perform the alignment! Hence, there is obviously a wide gap be-

tween the way this action is performed in the CAD system, and the way it is in the 

real world by taking into account the skills of the operators. As a consequence, we 

designed ESKUA together with professional CAD users, because the handling of 

real objects makes it possible to “anticipate” some physical aspects of the product 

assembly phase, and thus leads the designer to raise questions by carrying out the 

gestures related to the assembly in the early design stage.  

Another example is ArcheoTUI (described below in section 4.3). ArcheoTUI 

was initiated by the demand of archeologists to improve user interaction for the 

broken fragments assembly task. We designed ArcheoTUI in a direct collabora-

tion with a team of archeologists, and we proved its efficiency in a case study of 

the assembly of one of their fractured archeological findings. 

3.4   The design process 

The designer of a tangible user interface first has to design an adequate physical 

form for representing the digital information and/or the control of the digital in-

formation, and second he or she has to integrate this real product into an interac-

tive system. In order to make the design process successful, we propose to under-

take a multidisciplinary and participatory approach by implementing a classical 

engineering design process in 7 steps. At each step, if necessary, the designer can 

go back to one of the previous steps. The end user is taken into account at every 

step, and we recommend that the designers should not consider the end user as he 

or she imagines them, but as he or she actually is! This implies meeting the end 

users in the early design stage. To this end, we propose the following approach: 
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Step 1. Creativity/brainstorming with the end users. Meetings are or-

ganized with the end users in order to determine the context of use, the 

usage scenarios, the data to manipulate, the main tasks and difficulties 

encountered in the previous way of working. It is important to analyze 

the end users’ spontaneous working conditions. Sometimes, these spon-

taneous conditions are more likely the way they worked before the arrival 

of computer systems and the usage of graphical interfaces. At this step of 

the process, the dialogue between designers and end users makes it pos-

sible for the designer to understand the skills of the users. After these first 

meetings, the designers of the TUIs should present the established re-

quirements list to the end users. Subsequently, meetings should be orga-

nized again in order to find the best solution to the problem, where the 

designers propose various solutions of interfaces and interaction tech-

niques. 

Step 2. Intermediate objects/demonstrators. The designers develop 

initial mock-ups of the solutions that have been adopted and present them 

to the end users.  

Step 3. Adaptation of functional specifications and constraints. 

Step 4. Simulations. Note that at this step the first mock-ups do not 

necessarily use the final technology. Moreover, if the technology is not 

available, the Wizard of Oz technique can be used to conduct early user 

studies (see for example [9]). 

Step 5. Setting situations. 

Step 6. Development and test. The designers develop a working proto-

type. 

Step 7. User experimentations. First experimental studies are carried 

out with the end users on the working prototype, in order to validate the 

design choices.  

 

In the next sections, we validate the design process described above by comparing 

the designed product/system to the expected product/system. We show a high lev-

el of correspondence between them in terms of characteristics, qualities and func-

tionalities. We reinforce the validation of our design approach concretely by the 

investigations with end users that we conducted in three different applications (see 

below in Section 5). 

4   Case studies 

By following the design process described above, we designed three TUIs for dif-

ferent fields of use. For each of them, we give a rationale for its creation and illus-
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trate its conception. These three TUIs called ESKUA, GeoTUI and ArcheoTUI, 

respectively, are case studies of so-called “augmented virtuality” systems. 

4.1   A tangible user interface for 3D CAD parts assembly: ESKUA 

ESKUA is a TUI for interaction with Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. 

Thanks to its props, ESKUA provides product designers with a physical simula-

tion of parts assembly operations (see Figure 4-a). Each prop is associated with 

one or more virtual objects, the CAD parts. We have designed and manufactured a 

set of props made out of 60 elements with holes (see Figure 4-b). The actions that 

the user carries out on the props (displacement, assembly, rotation, etc.) are repro-

duced on the CAD parts on the display screen (see Figure 4-c). The capture of the 

position and the orientation of the props is done by video capture (see Figure 4-d). 

The use of ESKUA gives the product designer a physical perception of the assem-

bly constraints during the “virtual” CAD part manipulation. Indeed, the designer is 

confronted with real assembly operation constraints such as difficulties in posi-

tioning parts or maintaining elements in a joint position. The props set based on 

functional surface reasoning makes it possible to carry out physical simulations 

and allows the designers to identify assembly difficulties and to modify the CAD 

part design.  

 

                                    

 

Fig. 4. a. CAO assembly. b. ESKUA tangible props. c. The association of the props to 

CAD parts. d. The set-up of ESKUA. 

Note that, when assembling two elements (CAD parts, archaeological frag-

ments (see ArcheoTUI below), and so on ...), the user has to manipulate double 

6DOF at the same time, and classical user interfaces such as the 2D mouse or the 

keyboard are impractical for this assembly task. Using TUIs for assembly is not a 

new idea. The assembly of numerous Lego-like blocks as props was already done 

with Active Cubes [25]. Based on the conceptual framework of [17], two-handed 

manipulation techniques were developed, see for example [19; 28; 35], and a part 

of their success can be attributed to their cognitive benefits [26]. Our work is in-

spired by the seminal work of Hinckley et al. [19] where passive real-world inter-

face props are used for neurosurgical visualization. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) 
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4.2   A tangible tabletop for Geoscience: GeoTUI 

In the field of energy, a key activity is the search for hydrocarbons by geoscien-

tists. The geophysicists must reconstitute a three-dimensional (3D) model of deep 

structures by interpreting seismic 3D data (see Figure 5-a) based on their expertise 

and assisted by powerful geological simulation software.  

In order to explore a cubic volume of subsoil, the geophysicists perform verti-

cal cutting planes. Cutting planes are vertical in the cube since it is too difficult for 

the geophysicists to create a mental 3D representation of the subsoil starting from 

arbitrarily oriented cutting planes. Before GUIs existed, geophysicists used to cut 

planes on paper sheets in a non-interactive way. GUIs allow the geophysicists to 

interactively edit splines and the composition of the subsoil from cutting planes. 

However, the complexity of the interaction makes the work too difficult for many 

geophysicists. Moreover, to understand the data, geophysicists often work together 

with geologists – but sharing a mouse and a keyboard in front of a screen does not 

necessarily promote such collaboration. Our new tangible user interface (see Fig-

ure 5-b) displays cutting planes and geographical maps on a tabletop and provides 

tangible props for the manipulation of the data. Our aim is to combine the pa-

per/pen/tools conditions of interaction on a table familiar to geophysicists with the 

computational power of modern geological simulation software. The tangible tools 

are directly manipulated on intangible cutting planes and maps. According to the 

recommendations of Norman [31], GeoTUI system has a perfectly coinciding ac-

tion and perception space. Consequently, the geophysicists concentrate as much as 

possible on the actual task at hand. Moreover, we strongly believe that tangible in-

teraction for the manipulation of data in the physical world (instead of logical ma-

nipulation in the digital world) helps the geophysicists to concentrate more on 

their actual professional problems. 

   

Fig. 5. a. Seismic 3D volumetric data (CSM/CWP 1991). b. The set-up of GeoTUI. 

In order to explore a cube of subsoil and to edit splines and composition, the 

geologists and geophysicists identify cutting planes. Specifying a cutting line from 

geographical subsoil maps in order to obtain a cutting plane is a frequent task in 

(a) (b) 
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the geophysicists’ work. We focused on this key task in order to develop a proto-

type and to prove the relevance of tangible tabletop to geoscience. We implement-

ed four means of interaction for navigation in the subsoil model in order to evalu-

ate the best method of interaction for the cutting line selection task. "The best 

interaction" has to be understood in terms of speed, and, more importantly, in 

terms of reliability. One is with the mouse on the screen (classical GUI), and three 

are with tangible props as input, and the tabletop as output: one puck, two pucks 

and a ruler (see Figure 6-a,b,c). The mouse and the one puck prop are used to re-

peatedly control the positions of two logical handles of the cutting line that is 

drawn on the map. The two puck props are two physical handles that allows the 

geophysicist to control the cutting line that is displayed between them. The graded 

border of the ruler prop represents the cutting line, and the ruler allows the geo-

physicist to control the position and the orientation of the cutting line. 

The 2D cutting planes cannot be calculated on the fly. In the GUI, a graphical 

button allows the geophysicists to select the cutting line and to engage the calcula-

tion of the 2D cutting plane. After the calculation, this 2D cutting plane is dis-

played instead of the map. In GeoTUI, we propose to couple the use of the props 

with an additional device: a physical button box (see Figure 6-d). Adding buttons 

on tangibles is not always a good solution [2; 19], so this button box is a solution 

intended for tangible tabletops. We built this button box consisting of physical 

buttons in the spirit of Norman [32]. Norman explains the benefits of "physical af-

fordances", not "perceived affordances", and that “people would be better served 

if we were to return to control through physical objects, to real knobs, sliders, but-

tons, to simpler, more concrete objects and actions.” In the prototype, the button 

box is composed of four buttons that are labelled exactly the same as the button 

widgets in the GUI that the geophysicists are used to. When the user validates a 

cutting line on the map, the cutting plane is displayed instead of the map.  

    

Fig. 6. a. The one-puck prop. b. The two-puck prop. c. The ruler prop. d. The button box. 

In the context of a geographical subsoil model, to the best of our knowledge, 

the GeoTUI system, specifically designed for geophysicists, is the first work that 

uses tangibles on a tabletop for the specific task of selecting perpendicular cutting 

planes from a topographic map. It combines the advantages of the spontaneous us-

er interaction that the geophysicists are commonly used to in their classical pa-

per/pen/ruler environment, with the advantages of the use of powerful geological 

simulation software.  

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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4.3   A tangible user interface for the virtual reassembly of 

fractured archaeological objects: ArcheoTUI 

Objects found during archeological excavations are often broken and fractured in-

to a large number of fragments. A common tedious and time-consuming task for 

archeologists is to reassemble these fractured objects. Large 3D puzzles have to be 

solved, so to speak. This task is sometimes made even more difficult because 

some of the fragments are either very heavy, underwater, deteriorated by erosion 

and damage, or sometimes even missing. 

  

  

Fig. 7. a. Photos of the fractured fountain parts. b. The virtual fragments. c. The assembly 

of the virtual fragments. d. The setup of ArcheoTUI. 

Various researchers have proposed to scan fragments in 3D in order to use ev-

er-increasing computing power to create a virtual computer-aided assembly (see 

Figure 7). Once one has figured out how the virtual fragments fit together, the in-

formation can be used as a blueprint to reconstruct the real-world object. Even 

though automatic matching techniques exist, they fail when entire fragments are 

missing, or when the fragments are seriously deteriorated by, for example, ero-

sion, weathering, or impact damage. 

ArcheoTUI is a new tangible user interface for the efficient assembly of 3D 

scanned fragments of fractured archeological objects. The key idea of the Arche-

oTUI system is to use props as physical representation and control for the scanned 

virtual fragments. In each hand, the user manipulates an electromagnetically 

tracked prop, and the translations and rotations are directly mapped to the corre-

sponding virtual fragments on the display. For each hand, a corresponding foot 

pedal is used to clutch the hand movements. Hence, the user’s hands can be repo-

sitioned or the user can be switched. This declutching mechanism was already 

used by Hinckley et al. [19] with only one foot pedal, and we extended this meta-

phor to two foot pedals: the left pedal for the user’s left foot is associated with the 

user’s left hand actions and with the right pedal for the right hand’s actions, re-

spectively. Foot pedals for two feet were also used by Balakrishnan [2]; however, 

in contrast to our foot pedals, in their work the role for each foot is not the same. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) 
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The ArcheoTUI software is designed to enable assembly hypotheses to be 

changed easily, beyond classical undo/redo, since the reassembly of archeological 

findings is a lengthy trial-and-error task. Once the user has figured out how the 

virtual fragments fit together, the information can be used as a blueprint to reas-

semble the real-world archeological object. 

4.4 Illustration of the design approach on case studies 

The three previous examples of tangible interfaces illustrate the design approach 

presented in Section 3. It is out of the scope of this chapter to detail each step of 

the design approach for each TUI. Nevertheless, we illustrate the design approach 

by focusing on the first steps: taking into account the skills of the users (in step 1) 

and the building of intermediate demonstrators followed by the adaptation of the 

functional specifications and constraints (step 2 and step 3). Step 7 will be illus-

trated in Section 5. 

 

Step 1, taking into account the skills of the users, illustrated by ArcheoTUI. 

The design approach has to be chosen right from the start by taking into account 

the skills of the users. For example, several meetings with the archeologists con-

vinced us that in archeology, the years of experience of the archeologists is crucial 

to solving the 3D assembly puzzle. The archeologists reason not only bottom up 

by pairwise matching, but also top down, by considering the assembly problem as 

a whole, and by taking into account the archeological context. We observed that 

the user interaction techniques involved in classical existing 3D modelling soft-

ware hinder the efficient virtual assembly of 3D objects, because the two 3D ob-

jects have to be positioned and oriented relative to each other. Since the archaeol-

ogists are often inexperienced in user interaction with 3D models by using the 2D 

metaphor of the mouse, in some laboratories, the virtual assembly is slowed down 

or even completely abandoned. Note that it is already difficult to position and ori-

entate one 3D object with a 2D metaphor such as the trackball metaphor. Conse-

quently, positioning and orientating two objects relative to each other is even 

harder, especially for non 3D experts. ArcheoTUI was designed to overcome this 

difficulty. 

 

Steps 2 and 3, building intermediate objects/demonstrators followed by adap-

tation of the functional specifications and constraints illustrated by ESKUA. 

We defined a typology of these tangibles based on concepts proposed in “Design 

For Assembly” (DFA) methods [4]. Following this first proposal we carried out 

different investigations [27] to test this first set of tangibles with different types of 

users: designers, assembly experts, CAD users, and ergonomic experts. Our stud-

ies highlight that the subjects use different cognitive techniques to associate the 

CAD parts with the tangibles. Basically, our experiments show that the subjects 
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propose different combinations of tangibles according to two kinds of criteria. The 

first criterion is the general form of the part (like the DFA principle) and the se-

cond one is the functional surface of the part. We then designed a new set of tan-

gibles with specific functional surfaces that are commonly used in the assembly 

process (such as chamfer on shaft and bore, fillet, flat on shaft, etc.). 

5   User studies in the workplace: feedback 

We provide an analysis of feedback from the user studies that we conducted for 

each of the previously presented TUIs. For each user study, we present the set-up, 

the targeted task and the overall success of the interaction technique provided. 

"Overall success" has to be understood in terms of speed, and, more importantly, 

reliability. The particular interest of this feedback lies in the fact that the studies 

were conducted within the user’s respective everyday environments – their work-

places.  

5.1   Evaluation: set-up, metrics, analysis 

ESKUA. The principal goal of the user study was to verify the following research 

questions. Does the use of the props cause a reflection on the assembly? Does the 

link between the prop and the CAD part depend on the shape or on the functional 

surfaces? Does the user naturally create new props when the parts have more 

complex shapes? The subjects were two CAD experts, an assembly expert, an ex-

perienced CAD user, and an ergonomist. We provided the subject with a 3D visu-

alization of a CAD assembly and the set of props. Then, we asked the subject to 

create the assembly by using the props. This was done for 10 different assembly 

tasks. In these 10 different assembly tasks, we could qualitatively identify that the 

subjects have two ways of associating the assembly of the props with the assembly 

of the CAD parts. The first association is based on reasoning about the geometric 

shapes, and the second one is based on reasoning about the functional surfaces of 

the CAD parts. In particular, it appears that the assembly expert, who is the one 

we address with our research, tries to identify primarily the functional surfaces in 

order to analyze and optimize the product as a whole.  

The main result (see [16] for details) is that the less the users are specialized in 

the assembly task, the less they reason about the surfaces and the more they reason 

about the geometries. Therefore, we produced a state of the art report on the tech-

nology components that are mainly used in different mechanical products. Fur-

thermore, we proposed a new set of props with specific functional surfaces that are 

commonly used in the assembly process (e.g. chamfer on shaft and bore, fillet, flat 

on shaft). Moreover, new “fastening props” had also been designed for the use of 
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different fastening technologies (e.g. bolt with nut, screw, centring pin, rivet), and 

we built additional props in order to promote props combinations regarding both 

functional surface-based reasoning and geometric form reasoning.  

 

GeoTUI. We conducted two user studies in succession. First, a cognitive 

walkthrough based user study [36] with 10 participants showed the ability of Ge-

oTUI to support the cutting line selection task. The users were in an exploratory 

learning mode. The subjects received no instructions about the usage of the two 

interfaces being compared: the GUI and GeoTUI. The GUI and the GeoTUI inter-

face both controlled the same geoscience software called JOHN [23]. We gave 

each subject a box containing a ruler, six pucks, and the button box, and we said: 

“Take them and put them where you want during the exercises […] Place the but-

ton box where it will be most comfortable for you to use.” When using GeoTUI, 

the user had to arrange the objects as he or she liked, and then had to choose the 

props that he found the most representative for the task of cutting line selection. 

Second, a formal comparative user study with 12 participants allowed us to evalu-

ate user performance with respect to the usage of the three tangible props: 1-Puck, 

2-Puck and the ruler to specify cutting planes. For the two user studies, the order 

of using the GUI and TUI was counterbalanced, and when testing several props in 

the second user study, the interaction order was counterbalanced as well within the 

TUI conditions. 

One of the exercises consisted of the selection on the map of a series of six cut-

ting planes at various given coordinates. Another consisted of the selection on the 

map of cutting planes in order to navigate through a model to find marks hidden in 

the subsoil at random locations. For the last exercise, the user had to locate and 

identify a 3D geometric form, shaped as a letter of the alphabet and hidden in a 

cube, and the user can only view the 2D planes of this cube. All exercises were 

time-limited. 

In the context of geological applications, these experiments allowed us to vali-

date the hypothesis of [12] by convincing quantitative results: the experiment 

showed that the specialized space-multiplexed conditions outperform the generic 

space-multiplexed conditions since the task involves a generic working problem 

that has to be solved by means of the manipulation of input devices (see results 

and details in [10]). Hence, the ruler is chosen more often as an input device by 

geophysicists. It may help them to concentrate more on their actual complex 

working task. Certainly, being able to work in a space where action and perception 

are unified, thanks to the tabletop, is crucial. 

 

 

ArcheoTUI. We conducted two user studies on site at the workplace of the arche-

ologists. The subjects had to accomplish a series of 6 assemblies of geometrical 

shapes or archeological fragments. The first user study revealed that the interface, 

and especially the foot pedal, was accepted, and that all the users managed to 

solve simple assembly tasks efficiently (see [38] for details set-up and analysis). 
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In a second user study, we replaced the foot pedal declutching mechanism by clas-

sical buttons on the props and we compared these two different clutching mecha-

nisms with each other. The conditions were between-subject, and the preference 

between pedals and buttons was evenly distributed with a slight preference for the 

foot pedals. This second user study revealed as well that the movement of the 

hands is more similar to real-world assembly scenarios when using the foot pedals 

and that the users can keep on concentrating on the actual assembly task. 

5.2   Lessons learnt from the user studies  

The method of evaluation of TUIs compared to GUIs is unusual, since the ma-

nipulation of the data happens in the real-world. Based on the instrumental inter-

action model, Beaudouin-Lafon [3] explains that TUIs “transfer most of the char-

acteristics usually found in the logical part of the instrument into the physical 

part.” The evaluation of a GUI focuses primarily on the logical aspect of the inter-

face. For GUIs, the set of physical actions is limited (see the UAN notation [18]). 

For TUIs, the physical part, i.e. the aggregation of several tangible objects, is de-

veloped specifically for each interface. Furthermore, the physical manipulation 

does not deal with the graspable input devices, but with physical representations 

of digital information. Some TUIs are especially designed to exploit bi-manual in-

teraction, but users often perform two handed manipulations with TUIs even if it 

was not especially designed with that in mind. Having multiple, tangible objects 

encourages two handed interaction [12], and experiments should examine how us-

ers take advantage of it, or if it is sometimes cumbersome to use [24]. The previ-

ous analyses allow us to draw some recommendations in order to evaluate TUIs. 

 

Recommendations derived from our user studies on tangible interaction. Dur-

ing our evaluation, some information was gathered by simple observation, e.g., in 

the particular case of interactive tangible tabletops, the locations of the tangible 

objects on the table, as well as the way the user arranges and organizes his or her 

workspace. By studying the position of the hands of the user on the tangible ob-

ject, one can discriminate between a single handed or bimanual interaction, with 

one or two tangibles. It is also interesting to study how the tangible object is held, 

for example grasped with the whole hand or only with the fingertips, in the middle 

or at the ends. The position of the user, e.g. sitting, standing, or alternating be-

tween both, provides interesting information about eventual problems concerning 

accessibility particularly in the case of interactive tables.  

For the comparison of two tangible interactors, the respective manipulation 

times between two delimiting actions can be analyzed. For example, for GeoTUI, 

in order to measure the time needed to specify a cutting line, we measured the 

time difference between the visualization and the validation action. As another ex-

ample, for ArcheoTUI, we measured the time difference between the clutching 
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and declutching of a fragment to the props, both for the foot pedal mechanism and 

the buttons on the props. 

The 2M conception space [1] analyses the bimanual interaction according to 

three axes: the nature of the action (discrete, continuous, or composed), the tempo-

rality (anachronistic, sequential, concomitant, coinciding, or simultaneous), and 

the dependence (lexical fusion, syntactic, semantic, or independence otherwise). 

This theoretical basis allowed us to analyze the TUIs that use bimanual interac-

tion. For example, for ArcheoTUI, we have analyzed the temporality of the two 

symmetric and continuous bimanual actions with two independent subtasks. We 

wanted to determine whether the user really interacts with the two props at the 

same time, and whether one prop was used more frequently than another. It is use-

ful from a design point of view to study the chronology of every single action of 

the user and to calculate the interlacing of two continuous actions by distinguish-

ing the situations where a unique action is realized from the situations where both 

actions are done at the same time. 

In summary, the most important fact is that physical manipulation is the salient 

point to be measured during the evaluation. 

To this end, in order to collect all this information, we recall some useful tech-

niques: an observer can fill out a form during the experiment or after the experi-

ment by analyzing a video of the experiment, and a log file can be used as well. 

Moreover, in order to collect a sufficient amount of data to assess the proposed 

tangible interaction, we recommend conducting two types of investigation succes-

sively. Firstly, a cognitive walkthrough-based user study compares the major 

choices and prepares the second and more precise evaluation. Secondly, a com-

parative user study evaluates the user performance.  

 

Some questions as a guide. The user study protocol has to be constructive with 

the aim of establishing the relevant criteria for the major points described above. 

In order to help the evaluator to evaluate the tangible system and to define the cri-

teria, we propose some questions as a guide. By answering these questions, the 

evaluator follows the previous recommendations. 

Q1-  Are the tangible props representative of the role they play? 

Q2-  Can the tangible props be easily seized with the hands? 

Q3-  Are the tangible props manipulated by one or two hands or even in coop-

eration by various users at a time?  

Q4-  Are the tangible props manipulated sequentially or in parallel? 

Q5-  Does the manipulation of the tangible props influence the actual task? 

Q6-  Is the use of the tangible props with the digital world intuitive? 

Q7-  Is the use of the tangible props efficient? 

 

There is no order to these questions; rather, they should be considered in parallel. 

The first five require simple yes/no answers, whereas the last two questions re-

quire some qualitative judgement. It is often useful to fill out an observation form. 
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The user study protocol has to be set up so that the answers to these questions can 

be clearly identified, with sufficient statistical evidence.  

6   Conclusion: the benefits of tangible interaction in mixed 

reality systems 

When considering the world as a 3D environment, TUIs are part of the real world, 

and they interact with digital information. We presented a conceptual analysis of 

TUI models in order to understand tangible interaction. It is easy to see that TUIs 

are well-adapted to mixing reality and virtuality together in a mixed reality sys-

tem, especially when they provide two-handed 3D interaction. As we saw in the 

case studies, the users interact with mixed reality systems by means of TUIs with 

a minimum of cognitive workload. This is because TUIs provide a seamless inter-

action with virtual worlds. 

Based on the user studies we have conducted, we have provided an analysis of 

the feedback, and we have offered some recommendations for the evaluation of 

TUIs. The key point is to measure the physical manipulation during the evalua-

tion. We presented seven questions that we consider useful in order guide the de-

signer in evaluating a tangible system. They deal with the use of tangibles, manual 

manipulation, the sequential/parallel way of using tangibles, and the affordance of 

the tangible. In order to collect a sufficient amount of data for the assessment of 

the proposed tangible interaction and to answer the seven questions, we recom-

mend conducting two forms of evaluation: a cognitive walkthrough-based user 

study, followed by a comparative user study for a more precise evaluation of user 

performance. 

Moreover, based on our experience in building tangible interfaces for different 

fields of use, we presented a hardware/software co-design for tangible user inter-

faces. Tangible user interfaces are leaving the conventional computer-generated 

virtual world behind, moving into the physical world. Obviously, the designer of a 

TUI has to conceive both the physical part and the logical part of the interface. For 

this reason, we recommend using a classical engineering design process for me-

chanical products with an end user participatory approach coupled with a software 

development method. This results in a multidisciplinary approach straight from 

the beginning of the conception of TUIs by integrating the end user, the product 

designer, and the software designer.  

This design process could help the designer to choose an adequate physical 

form for representing the digital information and/or the control of the digital in-

formation. This design process helps to integrate the tangible object into an inter-

active system as well. The salient point is, from our perspective, to take into ac-

count the users' skills and users' experience in performing the task in question. 
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